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Internal Policy 

 

1. Constitution and political system: What is your attitude towards the Constitution of Georgia and 

territorial arrangements? Are you going to propose any significant changes?  

 We will strengthen the presidency. 

 We will abolish current anti-national items of legislation. 

 Constitutional reforms and basic legislation will be adopted directly by the people by referendum. 

Governors, mayors, judges and police chiefs will be elected directly by the people to exclusively 

serve the law and the people. 

 Georgia will have a fair justice system. 

 Free education and health care will be guaranteed by the constitution. 

 
2. Education: What is your vision of education policy and what does you political party suggest for improving 

the quality of primary, secondary, professional and higher education? 

 The individual will be the main focus of state care from the very beginning i.e. from birth; 

maternities, nurseries, secondary and higher as well as scientific education will be funded from 

the state budget. 

 The salary of a teacher will be equal to that of a judge. 

 The freedom of autonomy of the country's universities, higher education institutions, Academy 

of Science and of the Academy's Scientific Research Agencies will be fully restored. 

 The state's strategy will be based upon the development of national science, culture and sport, 

and not upon turning Georgia's people and youth into servants and hired labourers. 

 

3. Employment: What policies do you plan to implement to address the problem of unemployment? 

 Our foremost duty is to eliminate unemployment and ensure the employment of all, to create 

jobs, develop medium and small businesses, and to foster the creation of factories and 

processing plants.  

 The traditional institutions of maternity leave, holidays and sick leave will be restored 

immediately for all types of workers and employees. 

 People who find themselves temporarily unemployed will be afforded decent compensation. 

 The illegal entry of migrant workers into the country will be stopped. 

 The value of the minimum wage and pensions will be above the minimum living wage. Pensions 

will be assigned based upon merit and length of service. 

 Hundreds of thousands of citizens illegally dismissed from work will immediately be reinstated 

and will be compensated for their time spent idle. 

 Every government employee will retain his or her job regardless of changes in government. 

 

 

4. Healthcare: What kind of policies do you plan to implement in order to increase levels of access to and the 

quality of healthcare? 
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Urgent surgeries, resuscitation and emergency medical aid will be fully funded from the state budget; 

medical personnel will be given privileges and social guarantees; and free municipal hospitals will be 

opened in every region. 

5. Social security: What policies do you have (if any) for improving the social security net? 

 The family will be recognized as a legal entity by the state and will be able to open its own bank 

account. Newly-married couples will be given GEL 3,000 from the state budget and GEL 1,500 will 

be transferred to the family upon the birth of every child. 

 Energy, gas, transport, telephone and other utilities tariffs will be urgently cut by half. 

 All collective meters will immediately be removed. 

 The country's military veterans will be afforded social assistance and all kinds of benefits. 

 Social assistance and benefits will immediately be restored for families of victims of repression. 

 The gradual repayment of deposits will begin immediately, with priority given to older people 

over the young and according to fair rates of exchange in USD fixed at the time of the deposit 

being opened in a bank. 

 The family and property of every Georgian citizen abroad (be the family and property in Georgia 

or abroad) will be one of the state's main concerns of the State. 

 

6. The economy: What policies do you have for accelerating economic growth? Which specific areas does your 

party consider to be priorities and what kinds of policies do you plan to propose? 

 The rehabilitation of abandoned villages will begin immediately. 

 Units of strategic production of grapes, fruit, citrus fruit, tea and meat will be opened throughout 

the country with state funding and guarantees. Every region will be equipped with tractor 

machinery and repair workshops, whose services will be free for the poorest peasants. 

 Interest-free long-term loans will be extended to farmers. 

 The prices of vital products such as flour, bread, sugar, salt, oil, &c. will be capped. 

 

7. The economy: Describe your policy towards inflation. What kind of approaches will you take in this regard? 

Position of the party on this issue is unknown. 

8. Taxation and fiscal policy: Please describe your position on taxation and fiscal regimes and present and 

discuss any initiatives you may have in this field. 

 Wealth will be taxed at a rate of 75%, based upon international practice. 

 The value of all strategic property that is sold (including water, forests, groves, mineral resources, 

major energy facilities, schools and parks, hospitals, educational centres, scientific research 

centres and creative centres will be returned to the people of Georgia - in absolute accordance 

with the country's constitutions and legislation.  

 Private property is to be inviolable. 

 The enslaving fees charged for water, irrigation, orchards, livestock, forestry, residential space, 

land use and small business will be completely abolished.  

 The state will create the most favourable environment possible for investment. 
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 The compulsory use of cash registers in markets will be abolished; fixed charges will be 

introduced for small businesses. 

 

9. National budget: Name your preferred proportion of state budget in relation to GDP if you have a clearly 

formulated position on this issue. 

Position of the party on this issue is unknown. 

10. Public debt and the budget deficit: What is your policy towards the national debt and the budget deficit?  

Position of the party on this issue is unknown. 

11. The Economy: Please state the specific economic parameters that will enable others to assess the results of 

your economic and fiscal policy in 2016? 

Position of the party on this issue is unknown. 

12.   Defence policy: How would you organize the defence system? 

Position of the party on this issue is unknown. 

13. Internally displaced persons: What would be your policy with regard to improving the living and 

working conditions of IDPs? 

Position of the party on this issue is unknown. 

14. Territorial integrity issues: What would be your policy towards restoring the country's territorial 

integrity? 

 The threat of Georgia finally losing Abkhazia and the Tskhinvali region will immediately be lifted. 

 Our historic duty is to restore Georgia's territorial integrity, to enable all the refugees and 

internally-displaced persons to return to their homes, and to create all the necessary conditions 

for peaceful coexistence and cohabitation with the Abkhaz and the Ossetians. 

 

15.  Minority rights: What suggestions (if any) do you have with regard to protecting minority rights and 

promoting the more active integration of minorities into the country's public and political life? 

The state will guarantee tolerance towards traditional religions and other confessions. 

 

16. Women’s participation in politics: Georgia ranks the lowest among OSCE member-states in terms of 

women being represented in parliament. Please describe your proposals (if any) for increasing women’s 

participation in political life. 

 The proportional representation of women in government will be increased. 

 Decisive and irreversible policies will be carried out against domestic violence and gender 

discrimination. 

 

17. Environmental protection and ecology: Please present your policy proposals (if any) aiming for the 

creation of a healthy and safe environment. 
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Position of the party on this issue is unknown. 

 

Foreign Policy and International Relations 

 

18.  Foreign policy: Please discuss you foreign policy priorities and explain what strategy you would follow 

towards realizing these priorities? 

 Georgia will actively continue to integrate with the EU. At the same time, relations with Russia 

will quickly be improved, and economic, transport and other contacts will be restored. The visa 

regime will be simplified. 

 We reject Georgia’s participation in military alliances. 

 

19.  Strategic partnerships: With which country or alliance of countries will you attempt to forge strategic 

(including military) partnerships? What steps will you take towards achieving this goal? Which country or 

community or alliance do you consider to be Georgia's main strategic partner? 

Position of the party on this issue is unknown. 

 
20.    Regional co-operation: What would your foreign policy towards the South Caucasus and Black Sea 

region be? 

Position of the party on this issue is unknown. 

 
21 Security policy: According to you, what are the fundamental principles of Georgia's national security policy? 

Position of the party on this issue is unknown. 

 
Please allocate percentages of Georgia's state budget according to your policy priorities – for instance: defence 

25%, health care 25%, social services 25%, education 15%, other 10%, &c. (Please only group under the 

category “other” those sectors to which you would allocate less than 3% of the state budget.) 

 
Position of the party on this issue is unknown. 


